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YCR 2005 LEADERS REPORT
A new century and another Youth Cave Romania expedition. It is encouraging to see the
project continuing and it is interesting to see changes in the type of participant over the
last three expeditions. Some of these changes are outlined in the final section of this
report.
Following the 1997 and 1999 expeditions we wanted to return the hospitality
shown to us in Romania by inviting some of our Romanian caving friends to Ireland. This
proved impossible at the time due to visa restrictions but was finally managed in 2002.
The retirement of Ernest and Audrey Lawrence (previous expedition leaders) also meant
we needed a new leadership team. The 2004 expedition had three main aims: to renew
our contacts; to assemble a new leadership team; and to assess a new caving area.
Following the 2004 expedition it was felt that Padis was a little too remote for a
large youth expedition; at the same time I felt we needed a new base to look at some new
caves and to maintain interest for the more experienced leaders. The solution was Casa
Liliecilor (House of bats) in Jupanesti near Topolnita Cave. This house is owned by
G.E.S.S. (Group of underwater and speleological exploration) a small group of cavers
involved in a number of high profile projects in Romania. The house has the basics of
running water and electricity that make looking after a large group of young cavers much
easier, other details of the house are described on later pages. Topolnita cave itself is over
25km long (the third longest in Romania) with the possibility of several varied trips.
There are several other caves in the area so we could increase our knowledge base of
Romanian caves.
There were several other differences this year from previous expeditions. One big
one was the decision not to use tents. This was possible as we were a smaller group and
meant we did not have to transport a lot of heavy camping gear. It did mean we were all
living in close proximity with each other with the usual problems that that can cause,
however we managed to survive without serious difficulties. To give people a bit of space
we had an overnight stay in a small hotel in Baile Herculaine half way through the trip to
avail of the hot springs; and for the last three nights we returned to The Institute of
Speleology research base in Closani that we had used on previous expeditions. It is good
to see that this facility has been upgraded with renovated bedrooms, laboratory and toilet
block.
We also decided to fly into Timisoara airport in south west Romania, this small
airport now has a number of European connections, and we flew via Budapest. The
airport is about 5 hours drive from our base and meant we did not need an overnight stay
in Bucharest; so although the flights were slightly more expensive we saved on travel and
accommodation.
A historical event occurred during our visit with the revaluation of the Romanian
currency by the removal of four zeros from all prices, so 1,000,000 lei (about 28 euros)
became 100 lei. During this process all the banks and bank services were closed for five
days giving the base camp managers a few headaches. The weather also gave us some
problems during the second half of our visit. Severe rainfall in the eastern half of the
country caused widespread flooding and damage in many areas. Our area in the west was
not as badly affected but in Closani our choice of caves was limited.
All expedition members were signed up to Speleological Union of Ireland and
availed of the FFS insurance cover, we also took extra travel insurance to cover the travel
plans.
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Of course such an expedition is not possible without a lot of help. So many thanks
firstly to all the team members for making it happen, especially all the leaders John
Sweeney, Adam de Eyto, Claire Woods and Seamus Breathnach. To our sponsors –
please support them and use their services. Also to Phillip Delamere for working
tirelessly on the video.
Finally to our Romanian friends - old and new:
• Peggy (Dimitru Pegelescu)
Cornel Georgescu
• Sorin Sosu
Stefan
• Toni Bleoanca
Marianna and Danny
• Silviu Constantin
We hope to see some of you in Ireland!
Colin Bunce

YCR 2005 TEAM MEMBERS
NAME
Naomi Moran
Caitriona ni Chathain
Amy Bunce
Peter Muir
Daniel Fursden
Ciara Burke
Katie Walsh
Lorraine McCartan
Donal O’Byrne

AGE
21
17
17
20
18
21
19
22
24

LEADERS
Colin Bunce
John Sweeney
Adam de Eyto
Claire Woods
Seamus Breathnach

RESPONSIBILITY
Expedition Leader
Assistant Leader
Medical and safety
Base camp manager
Equipment

VIDEO TEAM
Phillip Delamere

COUNTY
Clare
Clare
Clare
Clare
Fermanagh
Meath
Dublin
Dublin
Dublin

Mary Sweeney

Sandra Masterson

YCR aims
1. To give groups of young Irish people training in caving skills, and associated
scientific knowledge, thereby preparing them for leadership roles in schools,
universities and adult caving clubs.
2. To provide a focal point for such training.
3. To introduce Irish students to the planning and carrying out of an overseas
expedition.
4. To bring together young people from both North and South Ireland in adventurous
and challenging circumstances.
5. To explore some of Eastern Europe’s most spectacular caves and karst regions,
and to meet some young Romanian cavers.
6. To give young Irish cavers an introduction to underground scientific research by
working alongside Romanian field researchers.
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EXPEDITION LOG
(See separate page for group lists)
Monday
27/06/2005
What a day! It was our first day caving in Romania and I think that every caver for
him/herself (beginners and more experienced alike) are in agreement that it was a
fantastic day. We have been split into three groups while we are here. One stays to mind
base camp and the other two are brought caving for the day. Group A headed to
Topolnita. They really seemed to enjoy the cave and were amazed by the size of it and
the scenery that surrounded it. They had a very long walk home in their caving gear (in
this heat it was a feat in itself!) but were very excited about the landscape and didn’t
dwell too much on the fact that they were being cooked!
My first cave in this amazing country was Curecea, it was breathtaking. I was not really
expecting the extent and beauty of the formations and passageways. We took our time
heading through, taking lots of photos and video footage as we went. Peggy told us to
look out for bats as there is a large colony of horse shoe and mytismytis. We didn’t really
get to see any but it may have been our bad singing that frightened them away! It was a
very dry cave until the end where there was a bit of wading to do. When we got out of
the cave the heat hit us again but unlike the Topolnita group we changed back into our
shorts and t-shirts and headed back to the road to wait for the wonder vehicle- the great
orange van. As we waited we saw the locals coming from the fields, finished turning the
hay for the day and heading to their dinner with their tools thrown over their shoulders.
Eventually with a little encouragement from Daniel we gave up on the orange van and
started to walk up a steep hill passing vegetable patches and fields full of hay stacks. It
was a hard climb with empty stomachs but the view was spectacular! The view of the
orange van was even more spectacular. When we got back to camp, a shower and food
was priority. As we joked and laughed about the day, I think that we are all settling in
well and very much looking forward to what tomorrow brings but bed is now calling.
Peh corind! Naomi
Tuesday
28/06/2005
Day two of caving and today Team A headed to Topolnita. It was a little harder going
than Curecea. It had a smaller entrance but as we moved through it got bigger and
bigger until it was so immense that we had to stop to actually take in the sheer size of
the chamber that we stood in. The exit was over 60 metres in height and we had a bit of
traversing to do before we got out. We scrambled over the last few boulders into the
sunshine and changed back into our normal clothes. In the blistering heat we hiked
back to base, now I truly understand what an achievement it was for yesterday’s group
to make it all the way back in their caving clothes. The hike itself was incredible, our
route took us down a dried up river bed, and up a steep path through a shady forest. As
we trudged along, caving gear in tow, we passed a flock of sheep and goats with a large
dog closely watching our actions with a wary eye. We took on the true tourist role
despite his warning barks and took pictures of the sheep and goats as we passed!
Antonio, our guide found wild strawberries a little further up and they were the nicest
strawberries I have ever tasted. The river bed was alive with tiny frogs and as we walked
we did our best not to stand on them, we also spotted a buzzard and many lizards.
The Curecea team had some acting to do as Philip the camera man returned to the cave
with group B. They all came back very impressed with the cave itself and had lots of time
to take in its beauty while they were there.
The highlight of the day was the evening football match against a very strong local
Romanian team including the major of the village. It was a tough game, with a tough
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referee by the name of John Sweeney, (country of origin unknown). The YCR team put
on a fine display of skills especially in midfield but were no match for the home side who
left us for dead! The final score was 5-1. They were great craic and joined us for
refreshments after the game, some of them had excellent English and chatted away to
us before both teams had to head for some dinner.
After dinner the guitars and whistles came out for a while and singing was to be heard
through the hills and mountains of Romania.
Peh corind
Naomi

Wednesday 29/06/2005
To-day was my day off and I have to say it was the most relaxing day I have had in such
a long time. I think the atmosphere, whether it is in camp or it is just in the air around
here is so unbelievably relaxed that you couldn’t possibly imagine getting stressed. Well,
that is how I feel anyway! Our day started by cooking breakfast. After the lads headed off
caving myself and Catriona went about doing some cleaning. We had good craic
scrubbing the toilets and found our friend Trotsky (the Tortoise) was back. So we
watched him for a while and fed him cherries. The base camp was wonderfully peaceful
so most of us read and wrote while Mary and Donal went off to do the shopping with
Cornel.
When the cavers arrived back they had stories to tell – over to Lorraine!
‘Topolnita trip numero two – what did I think? Hmmm during the trip my answer would
have varied a lot. At the start I was still massively impressed by the 60metre entrance to
Topolnita. At the end I was quite cold and maybe a wee bit cranky!
This time we took the low road into the cave towards the ‘wet’ end. When Romanians say
things like ‘it’ll only take 10 minutes’ and ‘tis only a short walk’ you kind of take it with
a pinch of salt. So when they said the ‘wet’ part of the cave, I took it pretty lightly. Thank
God no one else did! The water went from welly-high to waist high to oh-sweet-Jesus
chest high let’s get in the boat now! The brave Tony got in the water and pulled us across
on the inflatable boat. It was quite slow going, especially with Philip videoing, but it was
good fun! We went across several pools, with the brave John jumping in the water to help
Tony out. Towards the end we ended up on ‘Desert Rock’ with a dead bird and some
very cold water around us. Some people wanted to swim but with the noises John was
making we decided against it. One more short boat trip and we were out in the bursting
sunlight! Something I know I will never say about an Irish trip. Topolnita has surprised
me again by being super cool wet yet keeping its super cool size.’
When we were all fed and rested up we decided to venture down to the village as it was
St. Peter’s Day and we were reliably informed that there would be some sort of festival
going on. We reached the nearest village to us, which was really wonderful. This was my
first time to venture into the village and I have to say that I was really impressed with the
warmth of the people there, although it was frustrating that we could not talk to them
properly due to language barrier, they made up for this ten fold, making us feel more than
welcome by giving us free ice-cream. We met the mayor’s son who had been involved in
the football match the night before and he brought us to a village ‘just down the road’ to
where the real party was going on. We were brought into the local dance hall for free
there and we sat and listened to extraordinary musicians play to a crowd of about twenty
including ourselves. I found it a little intimidating as everyone was sitting around the
edge of a small hall and as we were the only ones there that were not from there or the
surrounding village we got many curious stares! One thing that I really found interesting
though, was the fact that all age groups were at the dance. There were women in their
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sixties or older wearing their traditional dress and young girls wearing the modern up to
date styles all celebrating the feast day together.
We had to keep to our call out time so we left around eleven to get back for twelve.
Coming home was beautiful, lit only by the fire flies that lined the dusty boreen and the
only thing to be heard was the call of the toads. We joked and laughed about the unusual
yet very interesting night we had all just experienced.
Peh Corind Naomi and Lorraine.
Thursday
30/06/05
Today we all headed to Pestera Femeii or Women’s Cave. This cave had so much to
offer! First thing of interest was the gate at the entrance of the cave. Sorin, one of our
guides designed the lock to protect the cave and its precious contents. There were
several locks on the gate and each had to be turned a certain way for the gate to be
opened.
I think the thing that set this cave apart from the others was it’s historical background.
The cave got its name from the fact that the local Romanian women used it about a
hundred years ago when the Turks were invading the country. This was made very real
to us when we saw the hearths they used for cooking still remained.
Another thing that I loved about this cave were the bats. One chamber was just alive
with them and full of guano which I suppose is part and parcel of the experience!!
The cave was full of amazing formations beyond imagination. You would think after
seeing a million formations a day that you would begin to get sick of it or even that their
beauty would start to go over your head but every chamber we scrambled into I was
stunned and I think the rest of the group felt the same.
Just when I thought I had possibly seen the most amazing part of the cave we came to
the last chamber. Three at a time we crept into this final part with an atmosphere of pure
sanctity. There were pools of crystal clear water and shining up at us were some under
water calcite formations. It really hit us how lucky we were to be one out of a hundred
people a year allowed to view this cave.
We were enjoying it so much that we sang all the way out and listened to the wonderful
duo, Amy and Caitriona as they made full use of the great acoustics in the larger
chambers.
We arrived out in the blistering heat, smelly from bat shite and sweat but delighted at
such a wonderful days caving.
To make it even better, Daniel was celebrating his eighteenth birthday and we had a
small party for him in the evening. The music started once more blending with the chatter
and laughter. A perfect end to a great day.
Peh Corind, Naomi

Friday 1/07/05
We had the chance to-day to go to two short caves or else go to Eperan. I decided on the
latter, and I am so glad I did. It was definitely one of the most challenging caves I have
done. It was also unusual as formations go, there was one chamber known as Meduza or
jellyfish. There was another interesting chamber just before we got to the most
challenging part of my day : the chamber of bears. This was a little eerie, as we ambled
around the area we saw bear bones and Antonio told us that there used to be an entrance
that the bears used but it collapsed and the bears were trapped inside. We moved down to
the traverse, this scared the life out me, but also gave me a great sense of achievement
and even though it wasn’t the most difficult thing to do in caving terms, it was a huge
deal to me to be able say that I did it, with relatively little cursing! I’m not trying to
exaggerate the crossing (although I would love to!) It did, however, make me realise that
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you have to trust the equipment that you are wearing, the people around you with
experience who are guiding you and yourself also.
We all got across eventually and knowing that we no longer had a fifty meter drop
beneath us we continued on. What was to come was worth crossing any traverse for. It
was the chamber at the end of the cave which was the highlight. The roof was drenched
with stalactites. Philip the camera man was in utopia! The dripping of the stalactites
added to the watery effect and when everyone fell silent it made a wonderful sound.
Relieved to have made it this far, we sat down for lunch and tried to take in the sheer
mass of formations above and all around us.
Walking back, I was filled with the curious feeling that we were intruding on a sleeping
place that should not be disturbed. We saw calcite which had turned brown because of
curious and uninformed cavers who had trampled all over it.
This evening it is raining for the first time on our trip, a thunderstorm with fork
lightening. A little frightening as it seemed quite close. The girls were not worried
though, much braver than me and dressed in their rain gear, they ran out and danced and
jumped around in the rain and avoided the lightening with great skill.
Bed is beckoning after a tough day of storms and caves,
Peh Corind Naomi.
Saturday
02/07/05
This morning it was still teeming with rain, and the dirt roads around here been
practically washed away. That did not deter us from our caving! I was with the group that
went to Curecea, and the others headed to Sfodei to help Philip with his last day of
filming. This was my second trip to Curecea and this time it was a very different
experience because of the water in the cave. We went for a bit of a swim and then a
small boat trip but the cave was too wet to go any further so for safety reasons we
headed back to the bus. It was interesting to see the cave in such a different state but it
did get very cold and it was good to get out in the heat again. Caitriona went to Sfodei
and she is going to give an account of her day.
“Sfodei on the other hand, was a rather dry experience. That is until we came to the final
chamber, this consisted of a 4.5m tall cascade that gushed down into a plunge pool that
was of an unknown depth. The entrance to the cave was small but as we progressed the
passageway widened slightly. There were no major scrambles , only a few climbs and
crouches here and there. The chambers were charming and enchanting so much so
that I felt at home there. It was just the right size to enjoy without feeling overwhelmed in
comparison to some of the other caves I’ve been in. 400 meters into the cave we saw
some beautiful formations. The walls of the passageway glittered, giving it a magical
feel. It was a short trip and we soon came to the nasty bit, a freezing pool of chest deep
water. The shock of the cold water made us all a little cold but fortunately we were out of
there before we knew it. We then came to the cascade where Colin and Claire rigged the
ladder and we all put on our gear for the decent. Colin went down first and returned to
announce that the water at the bottom was too deep to go any further. Nevertheless,
Philip insisted on filming us going down the ladder anyway. He got some good shots of
Peter and I going down the ladder but the cold was unbearable so a few of us headed
out of the cave as fast as we could. In all it took only 20mins to get out! We were glad to
feel the warmth of the sun again as we made our way home.”
Peh Corind, Caitriona and Naomi.

Sunday
03/07/05
Baile Herculaine here we come! We all headed off for a break to-day, down from the
mountains, for a bit of rest and relaxation and a proper bed and shower. The weather was
still on the cloudy side and we did a sun dance in hope to lure the sunshine back for our
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two day break over ground. We headed towards Herculaine around twelve and by three o
clock we were all settled into the hotel and ready to go and explore the town that which
lay at the base of amazing hills and forests.
As it was the first time that we had spent any length of time in a reasonable sized town in
Romania, it was really interesting to explore the shops, check out the fashion and see
what the town had to offer. It was full of little quirky shops and restaurants and the
market sales people were great really friendly, chatting away to us in Romanian while
trying to sell us their wares.
The highlight of my day was a trip to an outdoor swimming pool. It was so refreshing
(though a little bit slimy at the bottom)and I think everyone really enjoyed a bit of a
splash around. Once we had an appetite built up we began to stroll back to the hotel
down winding roads, past many holiday makers camping in their cars beside the natural
hot springs in the river. The great Cornel came in the blue van to save us from walking
too far and we had a lovely dinner and a relaxing evening. Just what the doctor ordered!
Peh Corind, Naomi.
Monday 04/07/05
Day two of operation over ground! Another few hours spent looking at the town of
Herculaine and a bit of shopping for presents. As we searched the shops for little
souvenirs we quickly realised that tourist shops were few and far between, which was
very refreshing because it was more of a challenge to get something interesting rather
than bringing back a t-shirt or a few sticks of rock with ‘Baile Herculaine’ on them!
After our wander around town we headed towards the Danube for a short hike. The walk
up was something else. We walked a steep hill through a wood full of thousands of
moths. It was like being in a fairy world but as we made our way through the wood, Sorin
explained that the moths were actually a pest and they were slowly but very surely killing
the trees in the wood, which puts a slightly more sinister edge to my fairy land.
When we reached the top we were hit with some of the most breath taking scenery that I
have seen since arriving in Romania. We stared across at dramatic cliffs and our eyes
followed the sheer drop into the wonderfully wide sparkling water of the Danube. It is
hard to explain the beauty of this place and the striking colours that it has on display, it is
impossible to do it justice in words. The barges sailed by and we had a birds eye view of
it all but being so high up they all looked fairly insignificant.
We headed back down through the land of moths, back to our meeting point and were
then spoiled at a local restaurant which sat on the Danube.
Back towards the mountains again and back to base camp. I got a lift in Sorin’s Dacia
which was an experience in itself. I thought that I would not want to return after being in
luxury but when our little cottage came back into view surrounded by a vivid sunset, I
was delighted to return and am excited to see what this week has in store.
Peh Corind, Naomi

Tuesday
05/07/05
Today I was given the choice to go and do one of these two caves, both of which I had
seen before or stay at base camp. I chose base camp because the mountain of washing in
the room was getting to a dangerous level.
The day was wonderfully sunny and it was a great day for getting the clothes dry and
getting very burnt. Meanwhile underground, Caitriona and the rest of the ‘B’ team headed
to Epuran. This was their experience.
“Epuran was more of a challenge than any of the other caves I have visited so far. On the
Tuesday morning Amy, Sorin, Colin, Seamus and I grabbed our dirty wet gear and made
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our way towards the entrance, a small insignificant crouch in the belly of some huge
boulders. We then headed through a graffiti covered passage to a small gate, no higher
than our knees. Everyone helped Sorin bucket the water away from the front of the gate
before scrambling through, one by one into the tight passageway. After some squeezing
and crawling we came to a huge rock-strewn chamber. Sorin led us to a place where some
bear bones were found. We couldn’t get over how huge they were. We also saw some
fantastic gour pools. Despite the beautiful formations, a feeling of doom crept into me as
I remembered what others had said about the big traverse that lay ahead. When we got
there, it didn’t seem half as scary as I had pictured it in my mind. With Sorin ahead of me
and Seamus behind, it was no bother, although I did get a little panicky near the end. It
was all worth it in the end however, since the most spectacular formations lay ahead. As
we approached the end we stopped to take some pictures. We all helped out, by either
holding the flash for Sorin and Colin or posing for a photograph. The route back was
equally challenging but it made the whole experience much more worthwhile.”
Peh Corrind, Caitriona and Naomi
Wednesday 06/07/05
Today was my day in camp. I suppose I should really explain what a day in camp is like.
It is the day that we are responsible for cooking and cleaning. It is also a day of rest. We
must prepare breakfast, get lunch ready and later cook dinner for the hungry cavers
returning after a hard day. It is not the easiest of tasks, trying to guess how much to cook
and what to give a group of varying needs, but it is fun once you take it with a pinch of
salt and whistle while you work or in our groups case, sing bad Christmas songs while
chopping enough garlic to feed an army!
I think at this stage I am in a transition between super hyper active mode into hyper
active mode, my energy levels are dropping and the atmosphere in the camp is slowly
but surely stretching into a sleepy yawn. That is not to say that the fun and games are
stopping just that they are just going to be at a slightly slower pace!
This is how I was feeling to-day, sleepy and also a little ill so after breakfast I headed for
a sleep and did not awake again until it was time to prepare dinner.
When the lads arrived home from Murgoci, it was apparent that it had been a tough
cave, ‘sporting’ they said with a smile. They were the first of the group to go to this cave
and they seemed to have enjoyed the challenge of it.
Dinner over and bellies full for the night, the camp crew washed up the remaining
saucepans and cleaned up the kitchen. Our duties over for the night, some headed
down the road for a walk, I however declined the offer and now am heading to bed,
hopefully feeling better tomorrow and ready for caving again.
Nwapte Buna! Naomi

Thursday
07/07/ 05
Pestera Femeii part II! We returned to ‘Woman’s Cave’ to-day to explore it a little more
extensively. I felt like I was completely out of practise to-day! I slipped and slid my way
through the cave, hot on the heels of the rest of the group. We went through the cave at a
fast pace because all but Peter had seen the cave before. It was great to see the cave again
and despite my tiredness, the smaller group that returned got to see much more of this
spectacular cave.
Once reaching the passage way before the crystal pool we sat down for the most
important part of the day, Fenetti time! The chocolate spread that has become my staple
diet, good to spread on anything.
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Then we came to the new part, the part that was unseen before by our group and it made
everything else we had seen pale into insignificance! The passageway that we were led
into by the fantastic Tony was dripping with amazing formations. As we walked through
we were stunned at how much they looked like sculptures. With a little bit of imagination
we could see faces, animals and all sorts of amazing creatures petrified in the sparkling
calcite. Everywhere we turned we saw a new formation more exciting than the last.
On the way out we decided to take up Tony’s offer and explored another small
passageway off guano chamber, leading to a pretty little gallery.
Finally returning to the land of the sun and heat we headed back to the orange van and on
our way we had a brief encounter of the scaly kind. Caitriona, Amy and Peter all saw a
little black snake moving very quickly away from us. Unfortunately, I was a bit slow on
the up take and didn’t get to see it. Oh well!
On returning to the orange van, Stefan, the genius, was well equipped for our sweaty
arrival and had ice cold beer and water waiting for us. After our quiet bask in the sun we
made a tuneful return to base, ready for our dinner, what ever it may be!
Peh Corind Naomi, Caitriona, Amy.
Friday 08/07/05
Sunshine, chocolate bars and cavers everywhere! To Isverna cave with us to-day. It was
really different to all the other caves that we have done so far and it was a short,
refreshing trip that everyone lapped up with renewed enthusiasm. We had to travel a
couple of hours to get there. It wasn’t that the cave was very far away, it was the fact that
the roads to Isverna had been washed out and we had to take the scenic route to get
there. What a day to forget your camera!! The scenery on the way to the cave was
beautiful. The fields were full of men, woman and children working, with scythes
swinging and rakes turning hay in the hot sun. Along the dusty road side, hens and their
chicks as well as turkeys, dogs and cats all avoided the wheels of the orange van very
skilfully.
Reaching the entrance of Isverna, we met friends of Sorin, who had been exploring the
cave for quite a number of years. Our trip into the cave was very short because most of
the cave is underwater and cave divers have been exploring the cave for the last twenty
years and still have not managed to reach the end of it. A cave diver died in this cave
and as we went through we saw a plaque up on the wall, I’m guessing in his memory,
the following was inscribed on it:
“The friends are sleeping up in the high, thinking of us, perhaps.
The walls are dark here in the deep the only light comes from the lamp
If there is no cross on our grave we do not care
Who has not seen the world of silence would never understand.”
To me, this really explains how serious caving and exploring is for some people, it is an
addiction and I am just beginning to understand why.
While we were in the cave we saw the diving gear that is used and also there was a pipe
line, piping out water to a local bottling plant. All these pipes and wires that were running
through still did not manage to take away the unique beauty of this cave and the photos
that returned tell their own story of clear pools of water and unusual shaped
passageways(which are only a minute recollection of what we saw)
We returned to base camp early this evening because it was such a short trip and we
had time to relax before a great spread of pasta and veg arrived.
Some of the leaders headed into the local village for a well deserved drink and the rest
of us lazed about and watched caving videos until our comfy mattresses began to call.
Peh Corind
Naomi
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Saturday
09/07/05
Our last day in Jupenesti! I can’t believe that we are leaving tomorrow for Closani. I have
been packing up but it is just beginning to hit me how much I love staying in this
wonderfully picturesque village. The villagers have been nothing but welcoming to us,
the shop keepers especially! This place will be etched in my mind forever and for only
good reasons. But enough of the sentimental stuff! I am looking forward to Closani and
to caving there. Claire was telling me a little about it today as she has been there twice
before and has nothing but good reports of the place.
The group that went to Curecea today just arrived back a few minutes ago with similar
reports of a lot of water and impassable chambers because of the rain we have had. I
think the chicken and stuffing we made today out of the stale bread and left over onions
(mm that makes it sound very appetising doesn’t it!) might have warmed them up
slightly.
My camp day has not been too straining, apart from chopping garlic and making bread
crumbs and tidying up a small bit. We are in for a treat today; Sorin’s girlfriend is
cooking for us tonight. This means a) we don’t have to cook dinner and b) we get to try
something different! Looking forward to it, although I am still a little full after sampling
the stuffing earlier!
Caitriona headed to Mergoci to-day, this is what she experienced:
Mergoci was surprisingly my favourite cave to date, although I hadn’t been looking
forward to it that much. Seamus had informed me at the breakfast table that it was a very
sporty cave and to make sure I brought lots of chocolate. Thankfully I did so because it
took lots of energy to get through this cave. The first section was the same as I had seen
the week before and almost immediately Tony set the pace and we were soon flying
through the undulating passageways. Although at times I was struggling to keep up, the
trip was surprisingly refreshing. The cave consisted of plenty of climbs and a few
squishy bits, most of which I could do without a bother. As we went along, Tony pointed
out the many scallops that covered the walls of the passageway. In Romania they call
them ‘little spoons’ which I thought was a much better description. I think I might just
start calling them by that name in the future! Then came the wet part of the cave where
we tried everything we could not to get wet. After a series of stretchy climbs and close
calls, our hearts sank when we came to big welly-filler, a small but very deep marmite
that was impossible to avoid. Luckily Tony saved the day again and jumped right into the
chest deep pool, allowing us to cross over on his shoulders. Sadly after our all our effort
we were soon forced to turn back at a sump. Again we rushed back through the
passageways and made our way towards the spectacular Prossac exit. The steaming river
water flowing around the huge boulders as the daylight met the darkness, made the whole
experience the best one to date.
Peh Corind, Naomi and Catriona
Sunday
10/07/05
To-day with heavy hearts and sore heads we left our beloved Jupanesti home in the hills
and headed further north to Closani.
We had a great send off last night, a terrific display of fork lightening and loud explosions
of thunder cut the power supply so in candle lit room, we all bunched together along with
a group of Romanian cavers that joined us that day and had a great session with lots of
Irish and Romanian music.
To-day as we headed down through the village where we were given the free ice-cream
and spoon. We returned their spoon and continued down out of the mountains for the
last time. The scenery on the way to Closani was beautiful, Cornel and Stefani made the
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slow journey with us up through a narrow road which followed the Cerna River. Reaching
Closani I felt a bit of culture shock coming on as the accommodation that we are now in
is surrounded by houses! I suppose the leaders realised that we would have to be
reinstated into civilisation slowly but surely and this is the first step.
The girls have been given the attic room here and we have made it as homely as
possible! I think that everyone is a little tired after the long days travelling and missing
Jupenesti, as am I. Some are heading to the village to check out the local scene but I am
going to retire to my attic room and sleep. We will see what Closani has to offer in the
morning.
Peh Corind. Naomi

Monday
11/07/05
Today we headed for a hike through the hills of Closani. There was a strange feeling that
we were in a tropical rain forest rather than a woodland in Romania! With giant leaves
and rain jackets to keep the heavy rain off we made for the hills following a stream that
was one of the clearest that we have seen since arriving here.
The walk was a fairly long one but it was great to stretch the legs after all the travelling
yesterday. When we got back to the orange van we piled in and one after the other fell
fast asleep on the journey home.
I think everyone is beginning to hit the tired phase and this was very evident as heads
bobbed against the windows of the trusty van as we drove through the pretty countryside
surrounding Closani. The gang that were on camp duty went to the nearest big city,
Tirgu Jiu, to stock on food supplies for the next few days. They even managed to fit in a
short caving trip along the way!
Everyone seems to be fitting in well and, despite the ear-wig attack on the attic room, all
is going well.
Peh Corind.

Naomi

Tuesday
12/07/05
Our last day of caving! It has crept up on us very quickly and unsuspectingly. So much
so that as I walked through the strange and wonderful Closani cave yesterday it hit me
that it would be the last I would see in Romania before returning home to Ireland early
Thursday morning.
We all got to see Closani cave today but because we were on camp duty we made our
trip in the afternoon once we had most of our tasks done for the day. The first group
arrived home with photos of the cave but we decided not to look at them until we had
viewed the cave for ourselves, we didn’t want to ruin the surprise.
After returning from the trip to Closani, most of the leaders decided to head to another
cave nearby called Children’s Cave. The camp crew and Peter then headed to Closani,
our leader Silviu returned for a second time that day!
It was a bizarre cave, it was like walking into an evil scientists secret laboratory. It was
filled with all sorts of abandoned scientific equipment, where geophysics experiments
had taken place. We then headed back through the lab cubicles still not really
understanding what exactly we were seeing. It felt a little like a show cave because of
the cement paths along the way and Silviu made an excellent tour guide!
We headed into the crystal passage, this passageway was really unusual as formations
go. Helictites, and calcite crystals everywhere. It was a fantastic cave to take photos in
and we took our time wandering with our mouths open through the small passageways.
Back to base camp and on to preparing dinner. I was very glad to sit down to a fantastic
dinner (if I do say so myself) of potato mash and curry. The magic dinner crew strike
again.
Peh Corind, Amy and Naomi
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Wednesday 13/07 /05
Our last day in Romania! This morning the sun shone for Sorin and Tony’s departure.
They were the first of the expedition team to leave and it was with heavy hearts we
headed to Tismana, a monastery about forty minutes from Closani.
This monastery was started by St. Nicholi in the 1400’s. As we wandered around this
peaceful place looking at the wonderfully colourful paintings on the walls, nuns in their
black veils and gowns went about their daily business. It was a slightly surreal experience
but it was very interesting. Peggy who has returned for the end of the expedition took on
the role of tour guide and told us how most of the monasteries from here to Bucharest
seemed to be always situated beside a cave mainly to guard their valuables against the
invading Turks.
After the monastery we headed to the biggest city I’ve seen in Romania to date. Targu
Jiu, phase two of reinstating us into civilisation. We did a bit of shopping for a few hours
and then back to the bus. As soon as we made our exit from the city the skies opened and
the heavens poured down on top of us. There seems to be an unbelievable amount of
water up there! It was the worst rain in Romania for the last thirty years, meanwhile back
in Ireland there is a record heat wave. Apparently it is 30 ºC - incentive to go home I
suppose!
When we returned back to base camp we started the tedious job of packing. The last
supper was served and there was plenty for all, although some felt the need to steal
potatoes off other peoples plates. The famine mentality returning, I think it is time that we
return to Ireland. We have an early start tomorrow and because of the roads we will have
to leave extra early, but the night is still young and we are all going to make the most of
the time we have left in Romania. John Sweeney’s birthday shall be celebrated in style.
Signing off for the last time.
Slan go foill agus neiri an tadh leat.
Short pudgy, shovel hands, butch man/woman, nancy moran and Chicken-head, The 3
Caitrionas and the furry Mici, undersuit girl, multi-cultural stereotype girl and Maggie.
Naomi, Caitriona and Amy.
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CAVING TEAM LISTS
27-6-05

28-6-05

29-6-05

30-6-05

1-7-05

2-7-05

5-7-05

Team A

Team A

Team A

Team A

Team A

Team A

Team A

Amy

Caitriona

Lorraine

Catriona

Naomi

Colin

Katie

Seamus

Adam

Ciara

Amy

Peter

Philip

Ciara

Lorraine

Naomi

Amy

Naomi

Philip

Claire

Claire

Mary

Katie

Katie

Colin

Mary

Caitriona

Adam

John

Claire

Claire

Donal

Sandra

Peter

Donal

Antonio

Antonio

Adam

John

Lorraine

Antonio

Ciara

John

Antonio

Team B

Team B

Team B

Team B

Team B

Team B

Team B

Adam

Colin

Colin

Seamus

Katie

Amy

Caitriona

Daniel

Donal

Sandra

Lorraine

Ciara

Naomi

Amy

Naomi

Peter

Peter

Daniel

Claire

Daniel

Donal

Caitriona

Seamus

Seamus

Philip

Adam

Adam

Seamus

Philip

Philip

Philip

Sorin

Colin

Seamus

Colin

Peggy

Mary

Mary

Antonio

Donal

Claire

Sandra

Stefan

6-7-05
Team A

7-7-05
Team A

8-7-05
Team A

9-7-05
Team A

11-7-05
Team A

12-7-05
Team A

Ciara

Peter

Colin

John

Naomi

Peter

Lorraine

Colin

John

Peter

Amy

Ciara

Daniel

Amy

Adam

Lorraine

Caitriona

Lorraine

Adam

Caitriona

Ciara

Katie

Colin

Katie

Claire

Naomi

Donal

Sorin

Donal

Daniel

Sorin

Antonio

Daniel

Katie

Donal

Team B

Team B

Katie

Team B

Seamus

Claire

Peter

John

Claire

Caitriona

Ciara

John

John

Seamus

Donal

Base camp

Adam

Seamus

Adam

Ciara

Lorraine

Antonio

Sorin

Colin

Adam

Colin
Team B

Adam

Claire

Amy

Peter

Naomi

Daniel

Seamus
Caitriona
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CAVE DESCRIPTIONS
Descriptions have not been included for trips that have been described in previous YCR
reports:
o Pestera Femeii
o Main entrance to Ciorcadia
o Pestera Closani
o Zaton / Natural Bridge
o Pestera Curecea.
Eight new caves were visited this year and descriptions are provided for all of them.
Pestera Curecea was visited in 1999 from the top entrance, but a through trip was not
possible due to high water. This year two trips were made upstream from the resurgence
entrance when there was no water at all in this section of the cave. However after a
couple of days of heavy rain subsequent trips were abandoned due to very high water
levels at the resurgence.

Pestera Topolnitia - Gaurinti to Gura Prosacului
LOCATION: The Guarinti (or sohodol) entrance is best reached by parking at the usual
spot for the cave but then walking downhill back towards Jupinesti. On the left is a deep
blind valley. A stream sinks at the end of the valley at the base of a boulder pile and the
cave entrance is ten metres above this.
DESCRIPTION:
A small entrance leads to a short walk and scramble down a sandy
slope. From there the passage descends to a junction. The pleasant draught from the
entrance is suddenly chilled at this stage as the route continues into the clean washed
passage. After another 50m, we climbed up to the right out of the dry streamway into a
rift passage. After 150m, a 5m pitch is reached - Saritorro Negra ( The Black Step). 2
spits are in place for SRT and there is also a large flake convenient to the head of the
pitch for pull through and traverse line. After the pitch, more sandy passageway is
followed to a crawl into a boulder choke. A climb up to the right over the well decorated
choke presents the way on through this chamber. The cave follows through a series of
large passages with evidence of flooding during active times. Progress is sporty for the
novice caver.
300m from the pitch, a junction is passed, to the left is Galleria G.M.Murgoci (see
separate description). and soon after this is a traverse around a deep pool. Water is heard
for the first time after the deep pool, coming from a lower level passage that is always
active – Soho Dol, another traverse leads over this passge. Keep right here and follow the
passage over large amounts of flood debris left by the main stream. After a further 50
metres, another junction is reached. Left to obvious daylight is the way on to the
spectacular exit of Gura Prosacului – 68mtr high by 30mtr wide. Right leads down the
streamway to the Ciocardia resurgence (see separate description).
Time Required: 3hours.

Pestera Topolnitia - Murgoci passage
LOCATION: This passage can be entered via the Guarinti entrance or via the main
Prosacului entrance.
DESCRIPTION: This is the other main northward trending passage in the Topolnita
system, it is at a lower level than the Emil Racovita passage and is semi active. There are
no gates to enter this section of the cave as it has few decorations, but the passage shapes
are quite impressive, and the final streamway section is very sporty. There is a lot of
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graffiti in the side passages near the main entrance. From the junction noted above
(Bifurcatia Sohodulului) a straight-forward walking sized passage with a sandy floor
passage can be followed up and down a number of phreatic loops to Culoarul Diaclazelor,
where there are some minor traverses in a lovely elliptical passage. A lake is reached at
La tau, this is fitted with 10 spits on the left hand side for a traverse line if you want to
keep your feet dry. A similar passage follows this with 2 short climbs (3m) which need
handlines for novices. The second is soon followed by a junction with an active river
passage, downstream can be followed for 100m over a number of deep pools to a sump.
Upstream more pools and traverses lead to a chamber shortly after which there is another
sump.
Time required: 6 hours

Pestera lui Epuran
LOCATION:
A large flat floored grassy depression is located between the two
parts of Jupinesti village. The eastern end of this depression is a limestone cliff with a lot
of very large boulders at its base. The cave entrance is not very obvious but is 20m above
the sink on the left hand side and was originally found by archeologists.
DESCRIPTION:
This is a gated cave with great scientific interest and beauty. At all
times care should be taken not to touch any of the formations. The cave may only be
entered under the permission and guidance of one of the local club members. A number
of years ago, the gate on the cave was broken and many of the formations inside were
damaged on purpose by vandals.
The entrance is a short crawl into a large chamber and the first 75metres of the cave is in
large but cold passage (7ºC). In winter this is an obvious bat roost and care should be
taken. Following the obvious right hand route for 100 meters leads to a stable boulder
choke where the Epuran gate is reached.
After the gate, a series of slots and crawls are encountered (80metres) to reach a large
chamber - Sala Blocurilor Uriase – The Huge Boulder Room. The passage continues to
the left where an odd formation called Meduza (The Jelly Fish) is seen. Next the
Cimitirul Ursilor (The Bears Grave) is entered. This is a well decorated chamber with
numerous Bear bones. This is also the start point for the 30meter Diaclaza Mare – The
Big Rift. There is a fixed rope for the exposed traverse.
Following this a series of short climbs have to be negotiated. After this point there is
calcite and mud in abundance. The caver must take care as to not damage many of the
delicate formations and sediments that follow.
At Portita Comorilor (The Gate of the Treasure) the visitor must clean boots and hands as
this is the entrance to the most delicate and beautiful section of Epuran. Care must be
taken in walking as to not disturb the many mud formations any more. Here can also be
witnessed the damage that the vandals caused during the break-in.
The final passage Galeria cu Bazine is a stunning passage with an abundance of differing
calcite deposits that are beautifully reflected in the still water that they seem to grow out
off.
Time Required: 6 hours.

Pestera Sfodei
LOCATION: The cave is located about 100metres downstream from the bridge in
Sfodei village. This is downstream from P. Curecea. The entrance is 10metres above the
river level on the left hand side.
DESCRIPTION:
P. Sfodei is 600 metres in length. It begins with a narrow entrance
leading to a short crawl which soon opens up as the tunnel slopes down for 20 metres.
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Here the ceiling rises into a chamber with a smooth rock wall with just sufficient hand
holds to pull yourself up on to a ledge. From the ledge the height of the passage is about 2
– 3m, the width of the passage is about the span of ones arms from elbow to elbow. The
passage continues like this for another 100m with little or no formations before it turns to
the left and widens slightly before opening up to a large chamber. There is a climb up and
or over the boulders on the left. Beyond the chamber the passage carries on for another
pleasing hundred metres where upon you enter a small chamber with a good selection of
formations. The tunnel continues for another 75metres with a sandy floor before the
tunnel stoops suddenly, for 50m there are formations on the ceiling so care is needed. A
long sandy slope leads down to a pool where water emerges from a sump. The water is
about chest high and no swimming is necessary. The passage turns to the right and
tightens and widens again before the cascade. The cascade is not free climbable but can
be descended with a ladder rigged from a large flake and a spike on the left hand side.
Below the cascade a short section of rift leads to a sump.
Time required : 2 - 3 hours

Pestera Gramei
LOCATION: From Casa Liliecilor cross the ridge that the road follows and down into
the next small dry valley. Walk up the far side of this and down again into a larger valley,
which can leads down to the topolnita valley. The large entrance is about 40metres below
the ridge.
DESCRIPTION:
P. Gramei is only a few hundred metres in length but there is
plenty of interest. This cave, with its cramped crawls could be in Fermanagh, rather than
the hills of Topolnita. It forms part of the upper fossil sections of the Topolnita system,
though no connection to the main cave system has been found. The cave is completely
dry during the summer months but there is evidence that parts of the cave may be active
during the spring flood season.
The entrance is a large and cool chamber opening out onto the hillside, a large passage
leads to the left and after 100m to a broad chamber approximately 60 metres in length
and 20 metres in width at its broadest point. This area is divided along its centre by a
number of formations which, though not as spectacular as those in other caves in the
region may be of some interest. The main feature of this chamber is a series of large dry
gour pools flowing down from the back of the chamber towards it’s centre, some large
enough to lie down in. There are some side routes but overall the cave is very linear and
progress through the first few hundred metres is a simple task.
At the top of the gour pool stair a walking size passage soon leads to a small chamber, a
short passage at the back quickly becoming too cramped to pass. Progress onward is
found through a squeeze at the bottom of the small chamber. This leads into a cramped
section of tunnel, the downstream section on the left ending after roughly 40 metres but
the upstream section opens up slightly and continues for 200 metres or more before
branching out into the final sections of the cave.
Here the passage branches in two, with the left branch leading off into 100 metres or
more of larger chambers with evidence of bats having nested there before ending in a
boulder choke through which no route could be found. This chamber is very close to the
surface as evidenced by the presence of bats and draughts and debris near the ceiling. The
right passage is more cramped than the left, offering belly crawls through a number of
short branches leading to dead ends and blockages, though there was at least one branch
that could offer further exploration through digging.
Average trip time 1.5 hours.
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Pestera Isverna
LOCATION: An important exsurgence cave, it is located at the end of the village of the
same name. GESS rent the last house in the village as a diving base for a long term diving
project here. The incredibly clear water is pumped from inside the cave via a 10cm
plastic pipe for bottling at a small plant in the village.
DESCRIPTION: The cave is at the foot of a 1500m high limestone mountain. The
entrance is just above the emergence point and is gated. The cave is very clean washed
and consists of a series of walking size tubes and short climbs bypassing the first two
sumps. At one point a short lake must be crossed and a dinghy is left in situ for this.
Shortly after this is a junction right leads down to the dive station – a large platform
above Siphon Negru (black sump) this is well stocked with dive bottles for the ongoing
diving programme and can be recharged in situ by a high pressure air line running to this
point from the house in the village! To the left a series of climbs lead up through boulders
but cannot be followed far. This is a major project for GESS over a number of years
leading to the exploration of seven sumps and another new passage had recently been
found.

Pestera Drumului din Cheile Comoristi (Children’s Cave)
LOCATION:
About 5 km from Obarsia Closani towards Baile Herculaine the
entrance to this cave is immediately above the roadside, the entrance was buried when we
went to see it and had to be dug out. There are a number of 100m deep pots in the hills
above this area but no major cave systems…yet! The cave is still being dug by cavers in
the area.
DESCRIPTION:
The small entrance leads to a narrow rift and a short traverse to
the first pitch of 20m. There are no bolts in place and there is a lot of rub. Below this a
small streamway is followed for a short distance before another slippery traverse is
reached. This leads to more comfortable sized passage and an awkward 3m climb up.
Passing over some small and dry, but lovely sparkling gour pools a chamber is reached. A
pot in the floor has been descended and leads to a sump, but a climb up the far wall leads
to a passage with lovely corallites but due to a communication problem we only had one
rope so could go no further.

Pestera Mare de la Soriniste Cave
LOCATION: In the limestone cliffs towering above Baile Herculaine, about 2 hours
walk. The entrance to the cave is difficult to find and the route is also dangerous due to
the frequency of bears and vipers in the area, you will need a guide!!!. About 1km north
of the old town of Baile Herculaine is a gypsy camp on the right hand side of the road
where the road turns sharply left and ascends a big hill. Park here and walk through the
camp and up into a magnificent valley. The cave is somewhere on the left!
Advice...Lovely walk and a fine pitch, but probably not worth the effort.
DESCRIPTION:
The cave itself is only about 200metres long with one large
spectacular chamber and pitch (c.40m) care should be taken to avoid rope rub. There are
2 other small pitches in the cave but these were not descended.
Average trip time: 30 minutes

Casa Liliecilor: base camp description.
Casa Liliecilor is a beautiful old two storey farmhouse that is owned by GESS (Group of
underwater and speleological exploration ). It is the last house in Jupinesti which is itself
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only a small village, so in every direction you look from the house there is a breathtaking
view of mountains and valleys. The house and yard are enclosed by a large wall. Inside
the yard there are three tables and benches where we generally dined. The house and
walls are white washed and covered in old farming implements and tools.
Sleeping arrangements were a bit squashed and the majority of the group were
sleeping on mattresses on the floor so we all got to know each others sleeping habits quite
quickly, from snoring to lengthy conversations! There are two small bedrooms
downstairs, one with 4 beds the other with 3. Upstairs there are also two bedrooms into
which we managed to squeeze 9 people. Also upstairs was an attic room with space for 5
more people.
There were two bathrooms which were situated outside the yard and my first
visit was a real surprise, there were tiles on the wall and floor, a flush
toilet, hand basin and a shower in each!!! Quite a change from our accommodation
last year! There was also a dry toilet. The house has it’s own well but the water had to be
rationed everyday to ensure that there was enough for cooking and for the caving groups
to be able to shower in the evening.
The kitchen consisted of two rooms, the first had a sink with running hot and cold water,
a small area of worktop, a fridge, and a cupboard that we shared with the Romanians for
food and cooking utensils. There was originally only one small gas cooker with two rings
but this was insufficient for our needs so we bought a second. The second room had
another fridge and little else. There was very little storage space for food so all our fruit,
vegetables and bread were hung up from the ceiling in this room in case of mice!
The house also has a large room with a long table that could just about sit all of us, we
used this for meetings and eating if it was raining. We also stored all the caving
equipment here with a line up in the yard for wet stuff. There are also a couple of
computers set up in this room. Despite the remoteness there was good coverage for
mobile phones.
Claire Woods

YCR 2005 Medical Report
From a medical perspective YCR 2005 was relatively uneventful, thankfully! Some
minor bites and stings along with a few cases of minor de-hydration fatigue and sunburn
were the main conditions we had to deal with.
The training weekend leading up to YCR 2005 illustrated, (through mock incidents and
rescue practices), the necessity for all participants to take extra care in the remote cave
environments and not to put themselves at undue risk of injury.
All participants were briefed on a recommended personal first aid kit and the pros and
cons of carrying various medications and kit. So from the medical personnel’s point of
view most participants were reasonably self sufficient when it came to managing
hydration, cuts and scrapes and any minor digestive difficulties. Most of the participants
had first aid experience and the team had three WEMT (Wilderness Emergency Medical
Technician) trained personnel. Immunisations and Vaccinations were all checked and
updated for each team member.
The team carried a main Medical Kit which included a stock of key ‘over the counter’
medications (listed below). It was decided that prescription medications would not be
carried as none of the medical people were in a position to legally administer them and
that should we require major intervention we would be within hours rather than days of a
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hospital (Overground at least). This issue is perhaps something that needs more
consideration in future expeditions.
The Main kit included long term casualty assessment and care equipment such as BP
cuff, thermometer, stetescope, wound irrigation and management kits, splinting
equipment, bite vacuum kit along with standard first aid PPE (Latex Gloves and Safety
Glasses). In addition to the main kit there were a series of underground team kits
prepared along with comfort sacs.
Apart from the standard digestive and gut problems associated with remote foreign travel
the only medical highlights were as follows:
• Some impressive spider bites providing interesting coloured rings on the bite area.
• A particularly creative under arm and armpit case of sunburn ( caused by falling
asleep in the midday sun with hands behind head!)
• A case of fainting in the airport after an exciting morning of mountain road
renovation and subsequent excess baggage drama.
Adam de Eyto (YCR Medical team)

Product Name
Micropour
Disprin
Nurofen
Anadin
Piriton
Zirtrtek
Senokot
Imodium
Motilium
Cortopin
Clove oil
Rapolyte
Bethadine
Aloevera
Saline
Clean Needles

Main Medical Kit Medications List
Amount
Product Form
What The Product Is For
150 Tabs
Water Purfication
24 Tabs
Standard Pain Relief
16 Tabs
Standard Pain Relief
8 Tabs
Standard Pain Relief
30 Tabs
Anti Histamine
7 Tabs
Anti Histamine
20 Tabs
Mild Constapation
24 Tabs
Diarrhoea
20 Tabs
Upset Stomach
15 Cream (g)
Anti Histamine
10 Liquid (mls)
Toothache
25 Satches
Oral hydration
250 Liquid (mls)
Anti Septic
200 Liquid (mls)
Sun Burn
2 SatchesContains 50 (mls) Irrigation
Various Sterile
MEDICAL USE ONLY

Equipment Officer’s Report
The expedition equipment list is shown below. The equipment was transported in 3 large
barrels, with a total weight of c.70kg. At base camp, a designated section of a room was
taken for equipment. All equipment was signed in and out as it was used to ensure that
nothing went missing.
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YCR EQUIPMENT LIST
Based on max two groups caving per day, upto 3 pitches – 2short and 1 long
ITEM
No.
ITEM
No.
Ladder
4
Slings
12
Spreader
3
Tackle bags-large -blue
6
Leg loops
10
Mini tackle bags -org
3
Cowstails
10
Dry bags-sml: cave packs
3
Ropes
6 (24m, 22m x2,
Fleece sleeping bag 2
20m x2, 12m)
comforts
Krabs oval
20
Dry bags – large comfo rts 2
Krabs HMS
4
Sam splint
3
Maillons
11
Buoyancy aids?
1
Pullies
4
Throw ropes x 20m
2
jammers
3
4 way adaptors
2
stop
3
Personal Lighting
Lighting used by expedition members:
2 users of FX3
7 users of FX2
8 users of Carbide
A designated area was set aside for charging lights. Batteries were signed in after caving
with a note on the amount of time used. The batteries would then be put on charge for the
correct length of time calculated from the amount of hours used. Chargers were
connected to a surge protector to protect from the fluctuating electricity supply. Spare
bulbs etc. were brought for the FX lights and only minor repairs were needed to one light
over the length of the expedition.
Carbide was available but in large rocks which needed to be broken into smaller pieces
daily. It was taken in turns to break the carbide as required.
Pitches and Traverses
A number of karabiners, slings and short ropes were used frequently for hand lines on
traverses and climbs. Ladders were used for pitches although the four ladders were never
used at once. For traverses and ladder pitches, all members of the expedition used either
leg-loops or a harness with cowstails to connect to the rope for safety.
Caving and Comfort
Two large dry bags placed within two tackle sacs were used to house our comfort sacs.
Comfort sacs were taken on every caving trip. A number of smaller dry bags and tackle
sacs were also available to transport food, spare carbide etc. on daily caving trips.
Deep Water
Flotation devices, a buoyancy jacket and 2 throw ropes were brought along due to the
likelihood of deep water, especially on the Topolnita through trip. The two throw ropes
proved most useful for long sections of deep water as they were lighter and more buoyant
than standard caving rope. Useful as a handline for wading through deep water, the throw
ropes were also used for guiding an inflatable dingy that was often available to us.
Food Quantities Required for a Typical Day 18 - 20 persons
None of the team leaders this year had been responsible for catering for such a large
group before. So one of our problems was guessing how much food to buy as we couldn’t
go shopping everyday and we had limited storage space. To help future expeditions we
have include a number of sample menus and quantities below.
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We had three vegetarians on the expedition so meat quantities are correspondingly
reduced, for dinners meat was generally cooked separately and served with a
vegetarian/bean sauce.
Typical breakfast
3 Loaves of Bread
½ Melon
500gr Cheese
Tea / Coffee / Milk /Sugar / Butter
18 eggs – Boiled
Chocolate Spread
Jam

Typical lunch
3 Loaves of Bread
250gr Cheese
½ Salami
2 Tin Tuna (Small)
Chocolate Spread
6 Large Tomatoes
Selection of Fruit
Chocolate (Bought Individually)
Dinner (1)

2 Loaves of Bread
1Kg of Pasta or 4Kg of Potatoes
3lb Meat (Mince / Beef)
1 Tin of Tomatoe Purée
1Kg Broad Beans
2Kg of Carrots
6 Onion
2Kg of Peppers
2 Bulbs Garlic
3 Chillis
2 Large Tins of Chopped Tomatoes or 8 Large Tomatoes Chopped
Salt / Pepper / Other Herbs
Dinner (2)
2 Loaves of Bread
6 Large Breast of Chicken
6 Onion
2Kg of Carrots
3 Chili
Salt / Pepper / Other Herbs

1½ Kg Rice
1Kg Broad Beans
2 Bulbs Garlic
2Kg of Peppers
Curry Paste / Powder
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YCR ten years on.
Plans for the first Irish caving trip to Romania began in 1995, so ten years on it is
interesting to look back and see what we have achieved and think about where YCR is
going.
In 1995 things were quite different - we had no mobile phones, and even a landline call
home was a major problem as international calls had to be booked a few days in advance.
There were no digital cameras and laptops to see your photos instantly.
In 1996 most of the group of young people had never been in an aeroplane before, these
days budget flights are taken for granted.
Year
1997
1999
2005

Number of
young people
14
12
9

Average age
18
18
20

% in second
level school
55
50
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In the mid nineties there were several secondary school caving clubs in Ireland, and with
a number of new third level college caving clubs becoming more active, there were
concerns about safety. One of the original main aims was to provide a high level of
training to some young cavers to seed the university clubs with students familiar with
safe caving practices. These third level clubs are now well established but the second
level school caving scene is almost non-existent, this is reflected in the figures shown
above.
Many past members of YCR are still involved in the Irish caving and outdoor sports
scene which I hope is partly a reflection of the great experience they had in Romania.
Two participants of previous expeditions returned as leaders this year which gives the
project a good continuity that I find very hopeful.
So what of the future? Romania still has unique and spectacular caves and the Institute of
Speleology is at the forefront of cave research and understanding. Irish cavers can learn a
huge amount about many different aspects of caving. The experience of seeing the way of
life in the mountains is also special but will change quickly as Romania joins the E.U.
Over the last ten years we have forged excellent links between Irish and Romanian cavers
through both the Institute and other organisations. I hope these will continue and grow,
we can learn much from each other.
Will there be another YCR? I hope so, but maybe the aims and target group need to be
redefined. Perhaps specialist training e.g. S.R.T? Cave science? Photography?
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YCR 2005 would like to say a special thank you to
all our sponsors….
Dragon Caving equipment
Aillwee Cave
Marble Arch cave
SUI
Clare Sports Partnership
Great Outdoors
Burren Outdoor Education Centre
Colaiste Mhuire secondary school, Ennis
Fermanagh District Council – sports fund
EBS Rathfarnham
I.A.W.S., Dublin
Katie Walsh
Lorraine McCartan
Donal O’Byrne
Go raibh maith agat!
Youth Cave Romania – From the log.
First day in base camp. Adam and I set out to prepare the expedition for a safe
couple of weeks. While Adam got to work on the first aid kits I went about sorting
the caving equipment. Once that was finished the important task of setting up a
perimeter was pursued: we set up tripwires and bear traps in a 1km radius
around the gaff. Every snake, scorpion and bear was hunted down and kindly
asked to leave. While I fended off the bears Adam scaled the 200ft cherry trees
to feed the kids some fine cherries.
Myself and Caitriona went rambling and happened across a field of oregano. The rest of
the day was spent pretending to be bears to scare Adam and Seamus. Chased them up a
tree and then went wandering again.
We went to Topolnita today, it was amazing! It’s difficult to actually understand how big
it actually is. Then we went to see another entrance with a crazy locking system… can’t
wait to see what’s inside that it has to be locked up so much.
The house is great! It has it’s own charm even though it is quite small. Today
some of us headed up to see Topolnita, the heat was unbelievable. The entrance
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was beyond words even gi-normous wouldn’t do it justice!! Back at the orange
van we were told to come a see a viper. Shivers ran down my spine but when I
realized it was dead I suddenly became very brave.
Ah Monday - normally the worst day of the week – but not this time because I had
forgotten it was Monday! We got to the cave after a short and bumpy drive and then a
nice stroll through the woods and fields to a bridge made out of a couple of trees tied
together. Got to the entrance and you should have felt the cool breeze out of the cave,
nice considering it was hitting thirty outside. We went in the cave well you should have
seen it, amazing large and lots of formations pretty cool cave!
Awakened feeling reasonably refreshed, eating a favourful and varied diet in the glorious
sunshine of another beautiful Romanian morning! Loving every perfect moment and
radiant inch of the rolling countryside. Relaxing strolls along dried up riverbeds admiring
the beauty of the wildlife – birds, snakes, lizards, frogs and occasional dog. Everlong
basking in the wonderous details that make up this amazing country…
…. Welcome to reality, tired, sweaty and stinking. This place crawls with all kinds of
animal and insect life, not everything is furry and cute. There’s a shortage of water and
with twenty people sharing a medium sized house basic hygiene is a struggle to maintain.
The heat is inescapable and oppressive, lack of sufficient protection means burning is
inevitable. We’re stranded isolated, far from anything that might be called civilization
and constantly threatened with the failure of vital resources and the dangers of the wild.
Both viewpoints hold some truth though it would require a truly twisted person to
subscribe fully to either. Today I did a bit of caving – saw an entrance with a vaulted
ceiling greater than that of any cathedral and hiked back to the house through a
picturesque valley. It was nice, but my jaw remains firmly un-dropped; not like me to get
excited anyway, I kinda wish it was harder.
Bad things – bugs, no vodka, haven’t been to town yet, sweaty and smelly me,
little water to shower, haven’t met any locals yet, and Phillip is hounding me to
get an interview on video.
Good things – pretty bugs that stay away, scenery, caves, scenery, loads of
animals: hawks, buzzards, frogs, lizards and snakes, no bears yet (just people
pretending to be bears), haven’t spent any money yet!
It’s raining!!
Romania is so cool, today we went to a cave that was so close but so far, apparently the
roads were washed away! I really think the lads were feed up of caving and so took the
scenic route. It was fun anyway and the cave was so cool, you should have seen the water
it was so clean. I had a really good day.
Decided not to go caving today as most likely to strangle the photographer. Being as I
was the photographer I voted against suicide and stayed at camp.
Less than a week to go … happy to go home, see friends and family. With no phone I
haven’t spoken to anyone there in 2 weeks!! Sad to leave such a beautiful place and
people hope we all keep in touch after the expedition is over.
It is our last day here, sob! We are leaving our cosy Jupinesti home and going to another
area called Closani. It is one step closer to home which is why I don’t want to move.
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